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 .set_output select -fset_output /usr/bin/7za.exe -mx0 -o7.zip -y /tmp/proteus/proteus_7.7_sp2_key.zip. The script could be
improved by adding a success message, either with an exit code or by returning a successful exit status. set_output is also used in

this snippet, the better option would be to use it to set the contents of a file. You might be able to use a here string in this
command too, but I could not get this to work. The shell has to set a null byte at the end of the file for the shebang to work, and
there is also a -b to make the output be a blank string. proteus7.7sp2.zip: #!/bin/sh output="/tmp/proteus/proteus_7.7_sp2.7z.7z"
zcat proteus_7.7_sp2.zip > $output unzip -y -d /tmp $output $output 7z a -m0 -y $output $output rm -f $output "In the present

case, based on the significant record of pre-trial activity, the Government will now be required to produce evidence that each of
the arrested defendants was part of the conspiracy that distributed cocaine in the Eastern District of New York. This is a

compelling reason to question whether the Government's case is simply too weak. Given the gravity of the burden of proof that
the Government must meet, and the fact that the `prosecution's case was built largely from coconspirator testimony, we are left
with a firm conviction that the Government failed to meet its burden of proof on the question of [defendant's] participation in

the charged conspiracy.'" Then, after acknowledging that the "trial record is not sufficient to allow the Court to determine
whether the Government met its burden of proof, and that the government's motion for a judgment of acquittal pursuant to Rule
29(c) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure will be denied," the Court nonetheless "defer[red] judgment on the record as
to [defendant's] guilt pending further evidentiary proceedings." Id. at *24-25. On remand, the Court stated that "[o]nce it has

been 82157476af
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